Abstract-In this paper we study the computational complexity and effectirenes of a concept we term "N-hub ShortestPath Routing" in IP netwnrks. N-huh Shortest-Path Routing allows the ingress node of a routing domain to determine up to N intermediate nodes ("hubs") through which a packet will traverw hefore reaching its final destination. Thk facilitates better utilization of the network resnurcc% while allowing the network routers to continue to employ the simple and wellknnwn shortest-path rnuting paradigm. This concept has been suggested in the past but thir paper is tlie first to offer an in-depth investigation of it. We apply this concept to the rauting problem of minimizing the masimnm load in tlie network. We show that the resulting muting prnhlem is a difficult (NP-Coniplete) problem and that it is also hard to approximate. However, we propme efficient algorithms for solving this problem both in the anline and the offline contexts. Our results show that Nhub Shortest-Path Routing cnn increase the network utilization significantly wen for i\' = 1. Hence, thk routing paradigm should be considered as a powerful mechanism for the future datagran, muting in the Internet.
INTRODUCTION
Routing in the Internet is based on the hop-by-hop shortestpath paradigm. The source of a packet specifies the address of the destination. and each router along the route forwards the packet to a neighbor located "closest" to the destination. Since usually the routing is static, i.e. the cost o f a path is dependent on the network topologies rather than on the dynamics of the network traffic. a single route is used for every sourcedestination pair.
The shortest-path routing paradigm is known to he simple and efficient. It does not lay heavy processing burden on the routers and usually requires at most one entry per destination network in every router. However. while this scheme finds the shortest path for each pair of nodes. and therefore minimizes the bandwidth consumed by every packet. it does not guarantee full utilization of the network resources under high traffic loads. When the network is heavily loaded. some ofthe routers introduce an excessive delay while others are under-utilized. In some cases this non-optimized usage of the network resources may introduce not only excessive delays but also high packet loss rate.
A lot of study has been conducted in il search for an alternative routing paradigm that would address this drawback of shortest-path routing. The sought paradigm should utilize the network resources more efficiently and minimize the probability of congestion. thereby achieving a better delaythroughput hehavior than the traditional shortest-path routing.
In addition. such a scheme should be practical in terms of-the volume of control information exchanged by the rinters. the memory requirement. the processing burden imposed by every packet. and so forth. Finally. it is desirable that such a scheme will he able to seamlessly inter-operate with network rnuters that continue to employ the shortest-path routing paradigm.
Most ofthe routing schemes proposed in the past are ahle to employ more than one path between every source-destination pair. Generally. these schemes make routing decisions based on the accumulated information regarding the load imposed on every network link. When a particular link or an area becomes congested. some of the routes are modified. Some routing schemes find an alternate data path only when the standard path is highly congestcd [I] . In [2]-[4] alternate routes are found for every source-destination pair even if the standard route is not heavily loaded. They find several loop-free paths in advance and distribute the load among them. However. due to their complexity. increased processing burden. and considerable deviation from the conventional shortest-path routing paradigm. none of these schemes have been adopted for the Internet. A major drawback of many proposed routing schemes is the necessity for those schemes to be deployed over the lion share of the routing domain in order to be effective. This paper investigates the benefit of a routing scheme that takes advantage of a concept we refer to as "N-hub ShortestPath Routing". or simply N-hub routing. This concept can he implemented using several existing IP mechanisms. as discussed in Section 11. N-hub routing allows the ingress router of a routing domain to determine one or more intcrrnediate nodes ("hubs") through which a packet will traverse before reaching its final destination. routing is equivalent to N-hub routing with N = 0.
Using the concept of N-hub routing, the routing protocol gets better control over the routing process. while the network routers continue to employ the static shortest-path paradigm for building their routing tables. Although this concept is not employed today in the Internet. we think that it is a powerful tool that should he investigated in the context of traffic engineering and QoS. To the hest of our knowledge. this paper is the first to propose thorough theoretical and practical investigation ofthe potential ofthe concept of N-hub ShortestPath Routing. In this paper we focus on applying lhis routing paradigm on the problem of minimizing the maximum load in the network.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. On the theoretical side, we show that "N-hub Shortest-Path Routing" is an NPComplete problem, and that it is alsa hard to approximate. Moreover. we show that in the online context. where the sequence of Haws that have to he routed is not known in advance, the best competitive ratio that can he achieved for this problem is O(logIVl). On the practical side, we present efficirnt algorithms for the online context, and analyze their worst-case performance. [Jsing simulations we show that the periormance of these algorithms is very close to the optimal performance one may achieve when having full control over the routing of each How, as in virtual-circuit routing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we discuss related work and the various mechanisms that can he employed in order to implement N-hub routing. Io Section 111 we define the N-hub routing problem and show that this problem is NP-complete for every N 2 I. In Section 1V we propose several approximation algorithms for the online context. The competitive ratio of these algorithms is discussed. and one of them is shown to have the best competitive ratio that can he obtained for this problem. In Section V we present simulation results that show the potential effectiveness of N-hub routing in general. and the effectiveness of the various algorithms proposed in the paper. Finally. Section VI concludes the paper.
N-HUB SHORTEST-PATH RODTING I N IP NETWI~JRKS
We are not aware of any work that addresses the computatioiial complexity and the potential effectiveness of the concept of N-hub Shortest-Path routing, which is the core ofthis paper. Such a routing protocol may usc N-hub routing in order to achieve better control over the routes traversed by the packets of each flow.
Another powerful way to implement the N-hub routing paradigm is by employing MPLS [141. This can be done by setting an MPLS tunnel along an explicit route. The explicit route can he implemented either by network layer encapsulation or by an LSP which is constructed through an appropriate LDP such as CR-LDP [l51. In the latter case. some or all of the hops included in the explicit route label request message are marked wilh the L bit set. indicating the 'loose' nature of the hops. As already said. the main benefit from the ability to determine one or more intermediate nodes (hubs) for a route hetween a source-destination pair is achieving a better control 0-7803-8355-9/04/s20.00 02004 EEE. over the load distribution in the nctwork. without deviating much from the traditional shortest-path routing paradigm. More specifically. the routers continue building their routing tables using the shortest-path information they acquire through a conventional routing protocol. Yet. the network has the capability to route a packet over less congested areas. Moreover.
it can be employed in an effective way even if a small fraction of the network routers support it. This is because traffic can he diverted to less congested area without the support of the core routers.
It is well known that there is a trade-off between the simplicity of the traditional datagram (shortest-path) routing and the efficiency of virtual-circuit (strict) routing. However. both schemes can be viewed as private cases of N-hub routing: with N = 0 for shortest-path routing and i V = /VI for virtual circuit routing. Hence. N-hub routing. where 0 5 iV 5 IV-1. offers a compromise between these two extremes (see Fig. 2 ) . As the number of allowed hubs prows. the number of possible routes between each source-destination pair increases. and the tlexibilitylefficiency of the routing scheme increases as well. However. we pay l'or the increased efficiency by sacrificing some of the inherent simplicity of shortest-path routing at each hub. In practice, it$ shown in Section V_ the performance achieved with a single huh is very close to the optimal performance of virtual-circuit routing. Hence. 1-hub routing can be viewed as a routing protocol that offers the performance of virtual-circuit routing with only little deviation from the traditional shortest-path routing.
As mentioned. the ingress router of the routing domain. 
PROBLEM IIEFINITION AND COMPLEXITY

A. Pmb/esi Definition
In this paper we focus on applying the N-hub ShortestPath routing paradigm to a traffic engineering task. More specifically. our aim is to minimize the maximum load in the network. We deal with the routing problem of minimizing the maximum load imposed on a single link by determining up to .Wintermediate nodes through which the packets of each How will be routed. Note. that we do not assume any constraint regarding the criteria used for classiiying packets to HIIWS. A similar oh,iective. of minimizing the maximum load imposed on a single link. was addressed in the past mainly in the context of the "'Multicommodity Flow" problem US].
[19] and the Virtual Circuit Routing problem [?01-[2?1. This objective does not always guarantee perfect load balancing and minimum average delay. However. it was shown in the past to yield good performance since the delay on a link grows exponentially with the load. Moreover. this ob,iective is easier to analyzc from a theoretical point of view. Onc may consider the average load over all the cdges in the graph as a better ob,irctive for minimizing the average delay of the packets. However. this oh,jective is achieved with static shortest-path routing which. as mentioned above. is known to be inefficient for non-uniform traffic patterns. Another possible objective is minimizing the variance of the loads on the network links. However. such an ob.iective does not take into account the actual load on the links and therefore may yield very long, and possibly non-simple. routes in order to ensure that all the links will he equally utilized.
In our model the network is represented by a directed graph.
The routers in the network are represented by the vertices of the graph and the links by the edges. The bandwidth of a link is represented by the capacity of the corresponding edge. The source and destination of each flow are represented by their edge routers. For every How there is a traffic demand.
We now give a formal definition to the N-hub routing problem. Let (7 = ( V > E ) be a directed graph. Each edge. . . . An instance for the 1-hub problem is defined as follows:
a ruth assignment for C:. We now assign a hub for each f E F L i f f c F ; l < i < N as follows. For each J E Fr. where J = ( I C ; , U : ) 1 5 i < A', As an example. Fig. 3 shows the graph of thc corresponding 1-hub instance for the following SAT instance:
(1) between the pairs that correspond to the clauses is routed through the vertices corresponding to the literal whose value.
as determined by y-is TRUE. Their bandwidth demands are as follows: T ( F y ) = ' ? for i = 1 ! ' 2 1 : 3 a n d T ( F 3 = l f o r j = I , P . It is easy to see that an instance for the 1-hub problem can be constructed in a polynomial time.
We proceed by showing that a valid hub assipnment for the I-hub problem exists if and only if there exists a truth assignment h a t satisfies C! in the corresponding SAT problem. Let us assume that C is satisfiable. Let y : U -{TRUE. FALSE} be of the pairs that correspond to the variables is routed through the vertices that correspond to the literals whose value is set to be FALSE. Hence. no edge in d' has a load greater than L .
Let h : 7 -V be a valid huh assignment in G. We now show how to construct from h an assignment y that satisfies C.' . From the way G' is constructed it follows that the traffic The splitlahle version of !his problem. that allows to split the traitic of each flow over multiple routes. is known to be in P.
The only difference between the N-hub problem and the Unsplittahle Multicommodity Flow problem is that in the former the set of possible routes for each source-destination pair is restricted while in the latter it is not restricted. Hence.
the Unsplittable Multicommodity Flow problem can be viewed as a IVI-hub routing problem.
i7irormi 5: The best competitive ratio an online algorithm for N-hub may achieve has a lower bound of n(log /VI).
Proof: In [?0] this lower hound is proven for the Unsplit- by an offline algorithm is 1. whereas the maximum load imposed by an online algorithm is at least -.
Since all the routes in the considered network have a length of at most three edges. each of them can be represented as a 1-hub route. Hence. this proof is also valid for the I-hub problem. and for rn However. if we consider a more practical variant of the online version. where termination of Hows is permitted. we can show that no routing algorithm can do better or worse than a competitive ratio of @(\El).
nieoretri 6: For the online version of N-hub. when flow termination is allowed the competitive ratio any algorithm may achieve is O(1EJ).
Proof: Let us consider a directed graph that has a single source s. connected to a single target t via 17 directed edges e x h with capacity C. We construct a seauence of U' How the general N-hub problem. as well.
. . !!I 2 I ! . Let e be the edge with the maximum load. We now terminate all the Hows that do not pass through e and some (111 -n ) Hows that do pass through e. The maximum load in the network now is ng. The optimal ol-fline algorithm in this situation can maintain a maximum load of 6 by routing each of the n remaining Hows on a separate edge. Hence, the best competitive ratio a routing algorithm can achieve is at least We now show that the worse competitive ratio a routing algorithm can achieve is O(IE1). Consider a graph with IEl edges each with capacity C, and a sequence of 11 How requests with Iraftic demand T . The maximum load an online algorithm may produce in the worst case is at most 8. The maximum load the optimal ofHine algorithm may produce is at least &.
Hence, the worst competitive ratio that can be obtained is From Theorem 6 follows that not much can be done if we want to guarantee some competitive ratio when Row termination is considered. On the other hand. irom Theorem S follows that when Row termination is not considered designing an algorithm that has a competitive ratio of O(log 1V-l) is a
challenge. In what follows we present some online algorithms for the problem.
The algorithms we present have a similar structure as follows. Let f be a new Row to be routed. Let '7, be the bandwidth demand of f . Let L, and Ue be the current load and capacity of link e E E. respectively. From all feasible N-hub routes. the algorithm chooses the one that satisfies a given criterion as follows:
IEb O(/El).
Algorithm-1: minimize
where <I E (1: 2 ) and A is explained below.
. Algorithm-2: minimize . Algorithm-3: minimize
T f M A X~E P L I :
In all cases. P denotes a possible path for the considered flow.
These algorithms were presented in [201 (Algorithm-1) arid in [?I1 (Algorithm-2 and Algorithm-3) for the Unsplittable Multicommodity Flow problem, and are adapted in this paper for the N-hub routing problem.
In Algorithm-I. A is an estimate fur the value of the optimal solution. A simple doubling technique is used in order to estimate its value. The algorithm starts with some initial estimate. If during the execution of the algorithm the maximum load exceeds A by log ( IV-1) . the approximation ratio of the algorithm. the estimate is doubled and the algorithm is re-invoked. The algorithm assigns to each edge a weight that increases exponentially in the load that would occur if this edge is part of the route selected for the considered flow. The algorithm chooses from all possible routes for the considered How the one with the minimum weight. A weight of a route is the sum of the weights of all its edges. The intuition behind the exponential function weight is that as the load on an edge increases the weight of the edge increases by an exponential amount. Consequently. the algorithm prefers a long noncongested route over an exponentially shorter. but congested.
route. The algorithm achieves a competitive ratio ofO (1og 1V-l 
where L , ( j ) and L : ( j ) are the load imposed on edge e by Algorithm-1 and by an optimal ofHine algorithm. respectively, after the first j Hows are routed, and ( I = 1 + 1/?. Function S ( j ) is non-increasing in j since the weight of the route chosen by the algorithm for every flow is not greater than the weight of the route chosen by an optimal offline algorithm.
Since 9(0) 5 */lEl and L:(j)/A 5 1; ylE/ 2 CrEE(-/ -1 ) n w holds. and the competitive ratio follows. For the Nhub problem. lhe weight of the route chosen by Algorithm-I is still not greater than the weight of the route chosen by an optimal otfline algorithm. This implies that the potential function i n Eq. 2 is also non-increasing in j . Hence. the competitive ratio of O(log(lVI)) holds for N-hub as well.
Algorithm-:! uses a simple greedy approach. It chooses a route such that the maximum load imposed on any edge is minimized after the llow is routed. When all edge capacities are equal,this algorithm has a competitive ratio of O( m).
where D is lhe maximum ratio. over all flows. between the length of the longest route and the length of the shortest route that can be assigned to the How. We now show that this competitive ratio is also valid for N-hub (when all the edges has equal capacities). In 1211. where this competitive ratio is proven for the Unsplittable Multicommodity Flow problem. the values of the loads are divided into levels. The load L, on edge e is said to be in the i'th level if i . T,,,,,/Iu 5 L, 5 ( i + 1) . T,,,,,/Iu_ where Tn,,,r is the maximum bandwidth requirement and w is the capacity of the edges. The level of route P is the maximum level over all the edges in P.
The main point in the proof is that when the maximum load in the network moves up to level i , then all the edges in the network. including the edges ol the route chosen by the optimal ofnine algorithm. are at least in level i -1. Since this claim is also valid for N-hub. the competitive ratio is valid for N-hub as well. Theorem 7 presented later shows how to adopt this competitive ratio to the general case where the edge capacities are not necessarily equal.
Algorithm-3 always chooses the route with the minimum load. The load of a route is defined as the maximum load over all the route's edges. The basic idea is to make the route selection criterion stricter than in Algorithm-2. To understand the difference between the two criteria, consider a network with two nodes connected by three edges with equal capacities. Suppose lhat the loads imposed on these edges by existing 0-7803-8355-9/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE.
Hows are 1. 4 and 6. Suppose also that the next How to he routed has a bandwidth demand of 2. Algorithm-? may route this How either on the tint edge or on the second edge. because in both cases the maximum load remains 6. In contrast. Algcxithm-3 chooses thc lirst edge since it is the least loaded one. This implies that every route chosen by Algorithm-3 is also a valid choice for Algorithm-2. but not vice-versa. In order to increase the attractiveness of Algorithm-2 versus Algorithm-3. we have modified it in the following way. When Algorithm-2 finds several routes that do not increase the maximum load imposed on any edge. it does not choose an arbiuary one. as proposed in 1211. but the shortest one.
When Algorithm-3 is employed in networks with equal capacities. it has a competitive ratio of O(dlog /VI), where d is the longest route that can be assigned to a How. Fur similar considerations to those stated earlier for Algorithm-2. and other considerations which are not mentioned here due to lack of space. the same competitive ratio is guaranteed when the Algorithm-3 is used for N-huh. Once again. using Theorem 7 we can extend this competitive ratio to the case where edge capacities are not necessarily equal. 5 A,,,i,,; where A is the value of a solution found by the online algorithm for G. Since the capacity of each edge in G,,,i2, is divided by a factor that is not greater than -. by Eq. 3 we get that OPT,,,, < =OPT. Since 
A,,i,, 5 C .
holds. we conclude that A < C . e .
OPT.
V. SIMULATION STUDY
In this section we present simulations results for the routing algorithms discussed in the previous section. We have generated router-level networks with random capacity edges based on Waxman's model 12.51 using the B R I E simulator 1261. We raiidornly chose a sequence of source-destination nodes. Each such a pair represents a How to be routed in thc network. The sequence of flows were generated using Zipf, A random network topology and a random sequence of Rows form together one instance for the N-hub routing problem.
Using an event-driven simulator we tind for each instance the maximum load in the network using the following schemes:
I ) The standard "Shortest-Path Routing" scheme (SP) used today in IP i.e. minimum hop routing. 2) The hypothetical "Optimal Routing" (OPT) scheme.
In this scheme we tind a solution for the Splittable Multicommodity Flow problem presented i n Section
IV.
Recall that this version of the problem is in 7'. An algorithm for OM' based on linear programming is presented i n Appendix I. This scheme allows the traffic of a How to be split over multiple routes. The importance of OPT is that the performance it achieves can he considered as a theoretical lower bound for Nhub. 3) Algnrithm-I. Aleorithm-2 and Algorithm-3. as presented in Section IV. To solve the linear programs for OPT. we used the Lpdolve software [27].
Throughout ~ the simulation study. we assigned a random demand with a tixed average to each How. Hence. thcre is a strong correlation between the number of flows Ihe routing protocol has to handle and the load imposed on the network.
We therefore use the number of Hows as our "Offered L m d metric.
In Fig. 4 we show the performance of the first online algorithm (Algorithm-1) presented in Section IV. The figure depicts the performance of these thrce algorithms. as well as the performance of OM' and SF? in a medium size backbone network (SO routers).
Algorithm-I is implemented with N = 1. The most important finding in these graphs. and probably in the whole paper. is diat /lie pelforriiunce cf I-hwb is vel? close to /lreperfo,wance of OPT und ttiut rhe i~i i p~~v e i i i e n~ over SP is significant.
Algorithm-l reduces the maximum load in the network relative to S P by up to 73'70. We have also simulated Algorithm-? and Algorithm3 with iV = 1. However. the performance of these algorithms is slightly lower than the results of Algorithm-I. The difference was too small to be shown in the graph. In order to compare the performance of the various algorithms in networks with diiferent topologies. Fig. 4(a) shows simulation results for backbone networks with low link density (lEI/IV/ = 2). whereas Fig. 4(h) shows the results for backbone networks with higher link density (lEl/lVl = 5). Note that as the link density increases. the number of routes hetween two nodes also increases. As expected. the maximum load produced by all the routing schemes decreases as the number of links increases. However. while the maximum load produced by the shortest-path routing decreases on the average only by 25%. the maximum loads produced by the optimal routing scheme and by Algorithm-1 for I-hub decrease by 65%. Since the shortest-path routing scheme uses only one path for a source-destination pair, the increase in the numher of routes hetween two nodes does not have a significant affect. In contrast, the optimal routing scheme and the Ihub based routing algorithms can route diffcrent flows nf a source-destination pair over different routes depending on the traffic conditions in the network. Note that the ability to use various routes for a single source-destination pair is especially important for networks with hot-spots. nodes in networks of this size is of course smaller than in larger networks. One may expect that the maximum loads will be higher than in large networks. and that the relative difference between the performance of the N-hub routing scheme and the shortest-path routing will be reduced. However. it is interesting to note that the loads produced are actually smaller than in Fig. 4(a) and the relative difference between I-huh and shortest-path is similar to that of Fig. 4(a) . This is attrihuted to the fact that the average number of links a How has to traverse increases as Ihe network becomes larger. Hence. each How consumes more network resources and the link load increaqes.
In Fig. 6 we look at the problem tiom a different angle. This figure depicts the maximum numher offlows the network can accommodate under each of the routing algorithms as a function of the maximum load that can be imposed on a single link. Instead of routing all the flows and tinding the maximum load. we now determine the maximum number of tlows that can be routed subject to a maximum load constraint. A flow is rejected if by routing it over the chosen route the maximum load in the network exceeds the maximum tolerated load. The simulation stops when the network is saturated. The network is assumed to be saturated when the probability of an llrbitrary flow to hr accepted is smaller than 0.01. We conclude this section with simulation results of Algorithm-I for I-hub. ?-hub and 3-hub. The results are shown in Fig. 7 for the case where /VI = 50 and IEl = 250. The most important thing to notice is that the differences we found in the performance vs. N are negligible. We therefore use a single curve for N = 1, N = 2 and N = 3.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the effectiveness of the N-hub Shortest-Path Routing concept in IP networks. We believe 0-78034355-9/M20,~ 632004 IEEE. we have shown that this concept offers an excellent compromise beiween the simplicity of shortest-path routing and the efficiency of virtual circuit (strict) routing. We applied this concept to the problem of minimizing the maximum load in the network. We defined the corresponding optimization problem, and proved that it is NP-complete even for iV = 1. We also showed that it does not admit a,PTAS and cannot he approximated within ' 2 -t for t > 0. However. we presented in an appendix a probabilistic asymptotic F'TAS for the offline version of N-hub.
We have addressed the online version of N-huh. where the set of the input Rows is not known in advance. We showed that the best competitive ratio an online N-huh algorithm may achieve is Q(IoglV1). We then presented an online algorithm that achieves this lower bound. and two additional online algorithms that have less attractive competitive ratio. but are also less computational intensive.
We then used simulations in order t o study the practical effectiveness of N-hub routing in general, and of the specific algorithms presented in the paper. Our main findings are as m o w s :
. The performance of N-hub Shortest-Path Routing is very close to the performance of an hypothetical optimal algorithm that may split the traffic of the same How among multiple routes.
. The effect of N on the performance of ,V-hub is very small. Hence. even the pcrt'nrmance of I-hub is very close to the optimal performance.
. Although the competitiveness ratio of an online algorithm is I2(log IV-1). all the three online algorithms proposed in this paper perform very well in practice. We therefore conclude that N-hub Shortest-Path Routing. and in particular the version with N = 1. should he considered as a powerful mechanism for the future daugram routing in the Internet.
APPENDIX I A LINEAR PROGRAM OF TIIE GENERAL ROUTING PROBLEM
We describe a general routing problem. expressed in the form of a linear program. for the "Optimal Routing" scheme discussed in Section V. Let 
The first constraint ensures that the traffic How is conserved in each vertex and it is routed from its source to its destination. Let Le be the relative load imposed on e in the optimal solution as determined by the linear program. The load on edge e after the randomized rounding procedure -which we denote as S -is a sum of the traffic loads of the Rows that pass through it. This is actually a sum of random variables. We normalize these random variables by multiplying them with +. We denote the sum of the normalized random variables by &.
Note that E(S,) = Le%.
.","
Applying Theorem 8 yields:
For 0 < t < 1 -s, Choosing where t is a positive real smaller than 1. yields
The linear relaxation of the above program allows each variable zif to be assigned any real value in 10: 11. This implies that we actually relax the requirement that for every flow there must he exactly one route that carries Tf (constraint (c)).
After obtaining an optimal solution for the relaxed linear of course, 1. The nexl step is to convert the solution of the relaxed linear program into a solution of the original integer program by rounding the weight of one selected hub in every Tf to I and rounding the weights of the other hubs to 0. In other words. the cntire uaffic of .f will be routed through the route defined by the selected hub from T f . The selection of the hub is made ~'unilomly, with a probability that is equal to its weight.
Note that this random choices are made independently for each How f. The following theorem shows that the presented approximation algorithm has an uhsohrv performance factor of O(log(IEI)). Namely.
IA(I) -OPT(I)I 5 O(log(IEI)).
77reorerir Y: Let L he a positive real such that 0 < t < 1.
Let Lopt be the optimum value of L obtained by the relaxed linear program. After a single hub is chosen for every f using We now return to the original problem with the original handwidth demands. Let S = MAX,,E{S,}.
Hence. S is the non-normalized maximal load imposed on any link according to the solution obtained by the approximation algorithm. From ( 5 ) we get:
which concludes the proof.
rn
Tne presented approximation algorithm and Theorem 9 are also applicable to the more general N-hub with the obvious moditications.
